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AGA Oral Presentations
1. INTERPLAY BETWEEN CHREBP AND SREBP-1C COORDINATES... (2*)||(4)

2. GPBAR1 (TGR5) AGONISM REVERSES ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION... (4*)

3. BARIATRIC SURGERY IS SAFE IN PATIENTS... (5*)

4. EFFECT OF METABOLIC TRAITS ON THE... (6*)

5. BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF RESOLVINS IN ETHANOL... (2*)

6. WHILE ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE HAS RISEN... (5*)

7. THE MAIN EFFECT OF ERADICATION OF DYSPLASIA... (5*)

8. ERADICATION OF DYSPLASIA ONLY WITHOUT ERADICATING... (5*)

9. BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM STUDY: DETECTION... (5*)

10. PREDICTION IN SURVEILLANCE OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS... (5*)

11. CLINICAL AND ENDOSCOPI... (5*)

12. VACCINATION PRACTICES DURING THE FIRST YEAR... (5*)

13. VACCINE-PREVENTABLE DISEASES IN HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS... (5*)

14. CHRONIC OPIOID USE AMONG INFLAMMATORY BOWEL... (5*)

15. HEALTH CARE USE, WORK LOSS, AND... (2*)

16. A NOVEL PATIENT REPORTED QUALITY OF... (6*)|(2)

17. IMPROVED QUALITY OF CARE AND QUALITY... (2*)

18. IN VITRO STUDIES OF HTERT... (4*)|(5)

19. GATA4 INHIBITS EXPRESSION OF P63 AND... (2*)|(4)

20. YAP1-DEPENDENT INDUCTION OF IGF2BP3 REPROG... (5*)|(2)

21. IN VIVO DAMAGE PRIMES BILIARY ORGANOIDs... (2*)|(7)

22. 42. FUNCTIONAL DYSPEPSIA HAS DOUBLED OVER TWO... (4*)

23. HUMAN COLONOID REGENERATION IS GUIDED BY... (2*)

24. A NOVEL ROUTE TO CONTROLLING CLOSTRIDIODES... (4*)

25. MICROBIOME AND METABOLIC MARKERS OF CLOSTRIDIUM... (4*)||(7)

26. FUSOBACTERIUM NUCLEATUM BOLSTERS CLOSTRIDIUM DIFFICILE BIOFILMS... (2*)

27. LONGITUDINAL SUSTAINED MICROBIOME CHANGES WITH FECAL... (5*)

28. FECAL MICROBIOTA TRANSPLANT VERSUS ANTIBIOTICS FOR... (4*)

29. METABOLIC PLASTICITY OF CLOSTRIDIUM DIFFICILE RIBOTYPE... (2*)|(4)

30. ESTROGEN REGULATES DUODENAL CALCIUM ABSORPTION THROUGH... (2*)

31. TAMOXIFEN-INDUCIBLE SLC5A6 CONDITIONAL (INTESTINAL-SPECIFIC) KNOCKOUT (ISMV-T-KO)... (2*)

32. MECHANISM OF REGULATION OF NA-GLUTAMINE CO-TRANSPORT... (2*)

33. CONNECTION BETWEEN LIPID ABSORPTION AND THE... (2*)|(4)

34. NA-K-ATPASE MEDIATED REGULATION OF GLUCOSE AND... (2*)

35. ANION SECRETION IS QUANTITATIVELY RATHER THAN... (2*)

36. ESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DISORDERS: NEW PERSPECTIVES FROM... (5*)

37. PHARMACOLOGIC INTERROGATION OF IDIOPATHIC VERSUS OPIOID... (5*)|(1)

38. ESOPHAGOGASTRIC JUNCTION DISTENSIBILITY INDEX ON FUNCTIONAL... (2*)|(5)|(NIH R01 DK079902)

39. MANOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF DEGLUTITIVE UPPER ESOPHAGEAL... (2*)

40. ESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY DIAGNOSES CAN BE ESTABLISHED... (2*)

41. BOTULINUM TOXIN INJECTIONS FOR THE TREATMENT... (4*)
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63. . . . LOSS OF COLONIC FOXO3 TRANSCRIPTION FUNCTION... (2*)
64. . . . TFF1 SUPPRESSES IL-6 MEDIATED STAT3 ACTIVATION... (2*)
65. . . . ROLE OF DOUBLECORTIN-LIKE KINASE 1 (DCLK1)... (2*)[4]
79. . . . EXPOSURE-BASED COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL THERAPY DELIVERED VIA... (2*)[1]
80. . . . MICROBIAL MULTI-OMICS DIFFERENTIATES CHILDREN WITH IRRITABLE... (2*)
81. . . . RNA BINDING PROTEIN HUR PROTECTS INTESTINAL... (2*)
82. . . . ACTIVATION OF PH-SENSING RECEPTOR OGR1 (GPR68)... (2*)
83. . . . FECAL MICROBIOTA TRANSPLANTATION ALters THE GUT... (4*)[1](Hong Kong Society of Gastroenterology Faculty of Medicine, the Chinese University of Hong Kong)
84. . . . PARVIMONAS MICRA 512 PROMOTES INTESTINAL... (2*)
85. . . . SER-287, AN INVESTIGATIONAL MICROBIOME THERAPEUTIC, INDUCES... (3*)[Seres Therapeutics, Inc.]
86. . . . A HUMAN-ASSOCIATED SAMP1/YITFC (SAMP) FECAL TRANSPLANTATION... (2*)[4]
87. . . . ENTERIC FUNGI COMPOSITIONAL AND ECOLOGICAL DYSBIOSIS... (2*)
88. . . . DOES THE DONOR MATTER? MICROBIOME SEQUENCING... (5*)
89. . . . PERSISTENT OPIOID USE AND HEALTHCARE UTILIZATION... (2*)
90. . . . NEW PERSISTENT OPIOID USE OCCURS IN... (4*)
91. . . . OVER 30% OF ACTIVE FLARES IN... (3*) Biomerieux)
92. . . . ASSESSING THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS... (5*)
93. . . . LONG TERM USE OF CIPROFLOXACIN AND... (6*)
94. . . . DAILY ASPIRIN USE DOES NOT IMPACT... (5*)
95. . . . OVER-UTILIZATION OF REPEAT UPPER ENDOSCOPY IN... (4*)
96. . . . HIGH RISK ADENOMAS AT BASELINE COLONOSCOPY... (2*)
97. . . . PATTERNS AND YIELD OF REPEAT FECAL... (2*)
98. . . . TIME TO COLONOSCOPY ASSOCIATED WITH THE... (2*)
99. . . . POTENTIALLY MODIFIABLE FACTORS IN THE SCREENING... (2*)
100. . . . TIME TRENDS IN POST-COLONOSCOPY INCIDENT AND...(2*)
101. . . . MIST1+ SECRETORY PROGENITOR CELLS CAN GIVE... (2*)
102. . . . WNT SIGNALING PROMOTES MOUSE AND HUMAN... (6*)[2]
103. . . . CONDITIONAL KNOCKOUT OF CDC42/RAC NUCLEOTIDE EXCHANGE... (5*)
104. . . . PANCREATIC STELLATE CELLS INDUCE BASEMENT MEMBRANE... (2*)
105. . . . TTPAL PROMOTES COLORECTAL TUMORIGENESIS BY ACTIVATING... (2*)
106. . . . CROSSTALK BETWEEN EGFR AND WNT SIGNALING... (2*)
125. . . . EFFECTS OF FECAL MICROBIOTA TRANSPLANTATION ON... (2*)
126. . . . SOUTH ASIAN ETHNICITY DRIVES DIFFERENCES IN... (5*)
127. . . . ESTABLISHMENT OF A MURINE BEHAVIORAL MODEL... (2*)[6]
128. . . . FACIALIBACTERIUM PRASUNITZII PRODUCEs BUTYRACE TO MAINTAIN... (4*)
129. . . . ORAL DELIVERY OF HUMAN BETA-DEFENSIN 2... (7*)
130. . . . IN FECAL MICROBIOTA TRANSPLANTATION FOR... (6*)[4]
131. . . . DOES THE RETROVIEW COLONOSCOPE ENHANCE POLYP... (3*)[PENTAX medical]
132. . . . AUTOMATIC POLYP DETECTION IN COLONOSCOPY PROCEDURE... (3*) Magnetiq Eye LTD)
133. . . . COMPUTER-ASSISTED POLYP DETECTION IDENTIFIES ALL POLYPS... (5*)
134. . . . PREPLESS CRC SCREENING IS FEASIBLE WITH... (3*)[Check-Cap LTD.]
135. . . . THE DIAGNOSTIC YIELD OF CHROMOENDOSCOPY-GUIDED PROBE-BASED... (5*)
136. . . . IMPACT OF EPITHELIAL BARRIER DISRUPTION ON... (2*)
137. . . . PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF SLC26A3 (DRA) ON... (2*)
138. . . . KNOCKOUT OF CLC-2 REVEALS CRITICAL FUNCTIONS... (2*)
139. . . . MECHANISM OF MMP-9 ACTIVATION OF MYOSIN... (2*)[7]
140. . . . CHRONIC PROTON PUMP INHIBITORS (PPI) ADMINISTRATION... (4*)[2]
141. . . . DIURNAL VARIATION OF INTESTINAL PERMEABILITY IS... (2*)
142. . . . MECHANISMS REGULATING GASTRIC MUSCULARIS MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION... (2*)[7]
143. . . . GASTRIC EMPTYING CHANGES OVER TIME IN... (2*)
144. . . . REAL-TIME EVALUATION OF A NOVEL GASTRIC... (2*)
145. . . . DISTURBANCES OF GASTRIC EMPTYING AND INTESTINAL... (2*)
146. . . . DUODENAL MUCOSA-ASSOCIATED MICROBIOTA (MAM) AND GASTRIC... (2*)
147. . . . CELL THERAPY USING CO-INJECTION OF NEURAL-PROGENITOR... (4*)
148. . . . FUNCTIONAL INVESTIGATION OF A NOVEL ONCOGENIC... (2*)
149. . . . GASTROINTESTINAL MICROBES ENHANCE THE ACCUMULATION OF... (2*)[4]
150. . . . ALTERATIONS OF THE ENTERIC VIROME IN... (2*)
151. . . . COLONIC BACTERIA AND THE TUMOR IMMUNE... (6*)[2](Resphera Biosciences)
152. . . . FUSOBACTERIUM NCELEATUM INFECTION CORRELATES WITH TWO... (2*)[4]
153. . . . IS LONG TERM SURVEILLANCE BEYOND 5... (5*)
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154. CLINICAL AND ECONOMIC OUTCOMES OF PATIENTS... (7*)

155. A REVISED MODEL OF CLONAL EVOLUTION... (2*)[(4)]

156. A LARGE SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE USING... (7*)

157. THE UTILITY OF INTRACYSTIC GLUCOSE LEVELS... (5*)

158. THE INCIDENCE, RISK FACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS... (5*)

159. CLINICAL EFFECTIVENESS, SAFETY AND IMMUNOGENICITY OF... (3*)[(6)](Merck Sharp & Dohme, Abbvie, Pfizer, Napp)

160. ANTI-TNF INHIBITORS ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH... (4*)

161. RISK FACTORS FOR POOR WOUND HEALING... (6*)

162. LONG-TERM RISK OF ADVANCED NEOPLASIA AFTER... (5*)

163. META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMIZED AND NON-RANDOMIZED CONTROL... (5*)

164. VEDOLIZUMAB THERAPY INDUCES A REDISTRIBUTION OF... (4*)

165. EGGERTHELLA LENTA MODULATES GUT MICROBIAL PHYSIOLOGY... (2*)

166. SERT DEFICIENCY CAUSES DYBSISOS AND CHANGES... (2*)

167. COMPETITIVE HYDROGEN GAS UTILIZATION BY METHANE... (4*)

168. PROSPECTIVE, RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE BLIND CLINICAL TRIAL... (7*)

169. NEEDLE BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY: THE... [3*](Mauna Kea Technologies)

170. A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS: COMPARISON... (5*)

171. LEARNING CURVE OF EU-S-GUIDED BILIARY DRAINAGE... (5*)

172. OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY OF THE PANCREATIC... (5*)

173. THE "HUMANIZED" CHICKEN EMBRYO CHORIOALLANTOIC MEMBRANE... (4*)

174. LOSS OF TFF1 DECREASES MIR-143-3P EXPRESSION... (2*)

175. CDK1 IS A NOVEL MEDIATOR OF... (2*)

176. GAMMA: SELECTIVE ERADICATION OF CANCER CELLS... (3*)

177. AXL PROMOTES EPIRUBICIN RESISTANCE THROUGH REGULATION... (2*)

178. SPECIFIC INHIBITION OF BONE MORPHOGENETIC PROTEIN4... (2*)

179. MENOPAUSAL AND REPRODUCTIVE FACTORS AND RISK... (5*)

180. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS IMAGE ANALYSIS OF... (4*)[(6)]

181. COMPARISON OF ABILITY OF ELEVATED FECAL... (2*)

182. EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF TRAM-34 OVER... (5*)

183. ORAL DELIVERY OF PEPTIDES WITH DUAL... (3*)Protagonist Therapeutics)

184. INVESTIGATION OF SMALL INTESTINAL BACTERIAL OVERGROWTH... (5*)

185. THE EFFECTS OF DIET-INDUCED OBESITY ON... (2*)

186. GLIAL CONNEXIN-43 REGULATES NEURO-IMMUNE INTERACTIONS IN... (2*)[(6)]

187. HYPOXIA-INDUCIBLE FACTOR 1 ALPHA (HIF1A) STIMULATES... (2*)[(4)]

188. GUT MICROBIAL PRODUCTS AND SATURATED FATTY... (2*)

189. ROLE OF INTERSTITIAL CELLS OF CAJAL... (5*)

190. THE ROLE OF ENTERIC GLIAL CELLS... (4*)

191. A PRAGMATIC, RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF FIT... (2*)

192. A COMPARISON OF OUTREACH INTERVENTIONS TO... (4*)

193. EFFECTIVENESS OF VOLUNTEER-DELIVERED TELEPHONE REMINDERS ON... (6*)[We acknowledge the funding support from the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust.]

194. A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS: COMPARISON... (5*)

195. PLACEBO CONTROLLED STUDY OF THE ACUTE... (2*)

196. NATIONAL ESTIMATES OF 30-DAY READMISSIONS AMONG... (5*)

197. COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF A COMBINED PATIENT... (2*)[(6)]

198. EFFECTIVENESS OF WHATSAPP REMINDER ON COMPLIANCE... (5*)

199. HEPATOKINES, METALLOPROTEASES AND THEIR TISSUE INHIBITORS... (4*)

200. DYSLIPIDEMIA TREATMENT AND ADVANCED FIBROSIS IN... (5*)

201. SUSTAINED LONG-TERM CLINICAL AND COGNITIVE IMPROVEMENT... (2*)

202. LOW INFliximab LEVELS AND ANTI-INFliximab ANTIBODIES... (4*)[(3)](Prometheus Inc.)

203. EPIGENETIC PATTERNING OF THE HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL... (2*)[(4)]

204. THE RELATIONSHIP OF LARYNGOPHARYNGEAL REFLUX AND... (5*)

205. ESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY IS AUGMENTED AND GASTROESOPHAGEAL... (5*)

206. IMPLEMENTATION OF A STANDARDIZED APPROACH TO... (5*)

207. PLACEBO CONTROLLED STUDY OF THE ACUTE... (2*)

208. PERIPHERAL MECHANISM OF NARCOTIC BOWEL SYNDROME... (2*)

209. TYPE-1 CANNABINOID RECEPTOR EFFECT ON HUMAN... (4*)

210. NATIONAL ESTIMATES OF 30-DAY READMISSIONS AMONG... (5*)

211. PELVIC FLOOR SYMPTOM RELATED DISTRESS IN... (5*)

212. OUTLET DYSFUNCTION IS PREVALENT IN SEVERE... (5*)

213. TARGETING THE STRESS POLARITY SIGNALING (SPS) PATHWAY... (2*)[(4)]

214. TOWPHYLQUINONE-MEDIATED ACTIVATION OF ARYL HYDROCARBON RECEPTOR... (2*)
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265. Resolvin... 266. H19 Long Noncoding RNA plays an... 267. Rho GTPase inhibition contributes to enteropathy... 268. Histone methylation regulates chronic stress-induced, interleukin... 269. A novel model of human enteroids... 270. H. pylori infection of the human... 271. Two dimensional human gastric organoid model... 272. Novel intestinal differentiation approach from human... 273. Nuclear receptor LRH-1 mitigates intestinal inflammatory... 274. Gut microbiota metabolites modulate the amplitude... 275. The national experience with vedolizumab... 276. Risk factors and outcomes associated with... 277. Comparative safety profile of vedolizumab and... 278. Sialic Acid: a possible antigenic epitope... 279. Randomized trial evaluating the immunogenicity of... 280. Risk of venous thromboembolic events in... 281. Global increasing incidence of colorectal cancer... 282. Disparities in trends of colorectal cancer... 283. Obesity is associated with an increased... 284. Potential impact of family history based... 285. Colorectal cancer screening initiation at age... 286. Prevalence and characteristics of gastrointestinal manifestations... 287. Exploring an antihistamine combination therapy for... 288. Food intolerance in IBS is due... 289. The efficacy and safety of immediate... 290. Prevalence and risk factors for new... 291. Sarcopenia is a common complication of... 292. Pancreatic cancer associated mortality is low... 293. BM-derived cells recruited to the pancreas... 294. D52 mediated membrane trafficking is critical... 295. Pressure-induced pancreatitis is associated with aberrant... 296. Prolongation of esosinophilic esophagitis treatment with... 297. Maintenance treatment of esosinophilic esophagitis with... 298. Esophageal distensibility in response to treatment... 299. Both fibrotic and inflammatory endoscopic alterations... 300. Sub-classification and oncogenic network analysis of... 301. Efficacy of cytosponge directed food elimination... 302. Maintenance treatment of esosinophilic esophagitis with... 303. Esophageal distensibility in response to treatment... 304. Both fibrotic and inflammatory endoscopic alterations... 305. Sub-classification and oncogenic network analysis of... 306. Efficacy of online aftercare programs following... 307. Comparison of pharmacotherapy, argon plasma coagulation... 308. Analysis of volume adjustment impact and... 309. Comparative effectiveness of vedolizumab and tumor... 310. Combination therapy of cyclosporine and vedolizumab... 311. Disparate effects of BMP4 signaling in... 312. Reflux-induced epithelial mesenchymal transition: a potential... 313. Differential effects of PPI therapy on... 314. Development of T cell-pancreatic cancer organoid... 315. FGFR signaling pathway plays an important... 316. Deficient unfolded protein response (UPR) in... 317. Interest in the addition of azathioprine... 
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346. IN ANTI-TNF NAIVE CROHN’S DISEASE PATIENTS... (5*)

347. IMPACT OF DRUG LEVELS, ANTI-DRUG ANTIBODIES... (4*)

348. LACK OF IMPROVEMENT OF IMPAIRED CHEMICAL... (5*)

349. THE TRANSPHINCTERIC PRESSURE INDEX (TPJ) DURING... (5*)

350. CONTRACTILE SEGMENT IMPEDANCE (CSI) DURING HIGH-RESOLUTION... (5*)

351. ASSESSMENT OF AGREEMENT FOR IMPEDANCE-PH MONITORING... (5*)

352. GENETIC VARIATION WITHIN GNβ3 AND ADRB2... (2*)

353. A NOVEL NON-INVASIVE CIRCULATING MiRNA SIGNATURE... (5*)

354. DETECTION OF ESOPHAGEAL CANCER BY ASSAY... (4*) (3) [(Exact Sciences Development Company, Madison WI)]

355. IDENTIFICATION OF NOVEL FUSION GENE, PUM1-TRAF3,... (5*)

356. MiR-133A IS A PREDICTIVE OF ITOPRIDE IN... (3*) [(Shire Pharmaceuticals funded this collaborative research.)]

357. EVALUATING WHY AND WHEN PATIENTS DISCONTINUE... (5*)

358. PROSPECTIVE, RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE BLIND CLINICAL TRIAL... (7*)

359. ENDOGENOUS GASTRIN COLLABORATES WITH MUTANT KRAS... (2*)

360. A NEW TREATMENT FOR PANCREATIC CANCER:... (4*) (2) [Nanjing Personal Oncology Biotechnology Co. Ltd, Nanjing, China]

361. CIRCULATING EXTRACELLULAR VESICLE ENCAPSULATED LONG NON-CODING... (2*)

362. PANCREATIC CANCER IS ASSOCIATED WITH A... (6*)

363. MULTI-SITE GASTROINTESTINAL CANCER DETECTION BY STOOL... (4*) (3) [(Exact Sciences (Madison WI)]

364. COMBINED IN VIVO/IN VITRO IDENTIFICATION OF... (2*)

365. EPITHELIAL-SECRETED WNT LIGANDS ARE ESSENTIAL DRIVERS... (2*)

366. METASTASIS-ASSOCIATED MiRNAs AS BLOOD-BASED PROGNOSTIC BIOMARKERS... (4*)

367. CRITICAL ROLE OF TOB1 IN CONTROLLING... (2*)

368. GENOMIC CORRELATES OF REDUCED NEUTROPHIL GRANULOCYTE-MACROPHAGE... (2*)

369. STAT2 CONTROLS COLITIS DEVELOPMENT AND MUCOSAL... (2*)

370. IL-23 CONFRS MOLECULAR RESISTANCE TO ANTI-TNF... (5*)

371. IL-3 EXERTS PROTECTIVE EFFECTS IN EXPERIMENTAL... (4*)

372. THE THERAPEUTIC OUTCOME OF ITOPRIDE IN... (4*)

373. ROLE OF PROKINETICS IN SYMPTOM IMPROVEMENT... (5*)

374. NALOXEGOL COMPARED WITH PEG 3350 IN... (3*) [(AstraZeneca)]

375. NON-INTERVENTIONAL COHORT STUDY OF THE RELATIVE... (3*) [(Shire Pharmaceuticals funded this collaborative research.)]

376. EVALUATING WHY AND WHEN PATIENTS DISCONTINUE... (5*)

377. THE ROLE OF PROKINETICS IN SYMPTOM IMPROVEMENT... (5*)

378. STAT2 CONTROLS COLITIS DEVELOPMENT AND MUCOSAL... (2*)

379. MIR-133A IS A PREDICTIVE OF ITOPRIDE IN... (3*) [(Shire Pharmaceuticals funded this collaborative research.)]

380. AUTOMATED DIGITAL CALCULATION OF ENDOSCOPIC INFLAMMATION... (3*) [(Panx Medical)]
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458. LACK OF DEVELOPMENT OF OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS... (3*)
(Salix Pharmaceuticals, Bridgewater, NJ, USA)

459. EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF NOVEL 5-HT4... (3*)
(Funding support: This study was funded by Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma Co., Ltd.)

460. INFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES DIMINISH NOTCH SIGNALING TO...

461. PRE-TREATMENT DIFFERENTIAL CORRELATION OF GENE EXPRESSION...

462. SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQUENCING REVEALS DISTINCT ESOPHAGEAL EPITHELIAL...

463. RAPAMYCIN-MEDIATED AUTOPHAGY ACTIVATION AMELIORATES EOE-ASSOCIATED ALTERATIONS...

464. GENOME-WIDE EPIGENETIC SCAN OF EOSINOPHILIC ESOPHAGITIS...

465. COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSTIC YIELD OF TWO...

466. REGIONAL AND TEMPORAL PREFERENCES FOR COLONOSCOPY...

467. ADENOMA DETECTION RATES IN COLONOSCOPIES FOR...

468. A NOVEL FECAL BACTERIAL MARKER FOR...

469. STATIN USE AND POST-COLONOSCOPY INTERVAL CANCER...

470. RANDOMIZED PLACEBO-CONTROLLED TRIAL OF DIFLUOROMETHYLORNITHINE (DFMO)...

471. NO INCREASE IN IMMUNOMODULATOR USE IN...

472. NUDT15 VARIANTS CONTRIBUTE TO THIOPURINE-INDUCED MYEOSUPPRESSION...

473. IMPACT OF CONTINUING 5-AMINOSALICYLATES IN PATIENTS...

474. EXPLORING STOMA RATES IN CROHN'S DISEASE...

475. CLINICAL PREDICTORS OF RECURRENCE AFTER END...

476. EFFECT OF ACUPUNCTURE AND MOXIBUSTION TREATMENT...

477. POSITIVE CELIAC SEROLOGY AND PERMISSIVE GENOTYPE...

478. EXPANDING IMMUNE REACTIVITY AGAINST GLIADIN AND...

479. GENDER-BASED DIFFERENCES IN SCREENED POPULATIONS IN...

480. FROM SELF-REPORTED WHEAT INTOLERANCE TO NON...

481. NEAR INFRARED PHOTOIMMUNOTHERAPY USING DIFFUSER FOR...

482. LOSS OF HUMAN EPIDIDYMIS PROTEIN 4...

483. SELUMETINIB, A MEK INHIBITOR, SUPPRESSES ACTIVE...

484. CXC CHEMOKINE RECEPTOR 2 (CXCR2) DEFICIENCY...

485. A NOVEL, METHYLATION-BASED NOMOGRAM PREDICTS RECURRENCE...

486. AMELIORATION OF METASTASIS AND RE-EMERGENCE OF...

487. WHOLE EXOME SEQUENCING OF OVER 1000...

488. PREDICTING RISK OF POST-OPERATIVE DISEASE RECURRENCE...

489. THE TREATMENT NAIVE RECTAL TRANSCRIPTOME IDENTIFIES...

490. HLA-DQA1 CONtributes TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF...

491. VALIDATED NOVEL GENETIC RISK VARIANTS CAN...

492. GENDER-STRATIFIED ANALYSES IDENTIFIES SEX-SPECIFIC IBD ASSOCIATIONS...

493. LIMITING THE TOXICITY OF CHEMOTHERAPY BY...

494. 5-HYDROXYMETHYLCYTOSINE AND OPEN CHROMATIN PROFILING REVEAL...
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595. MTGR1 restricts the intestinal stem cell... (2*)
596. Krüppel-like factor 5 is critical for... (2*)
597. Notch ligand Delta-like 1 promotes epithelial... (2*)
598. Single-cell level analysis of organoids derived... (5*)
599. Comprehensive video capsule endoscopy-based monitoring predicts... (6*)
600. Endoscopy based therapeutic management in postoperative... (5*)
601. Natural history of Crohn's disease postoperative... (5*)
602. Follow-up ileocolonoscopy is underused in Crohn's... (3*) (5) [MSD Merck Sharp & Dohme AG (Switzerland)]
603. Histological healing is associated with decreased... (2*)
604. Consecutive negative findings on colonoscopy during... (5*)
615. A VA cooperative, randomized trial of... (2*)
616. AMG 714 (anti-IL-15 mab) halts the... (3*) (Celimmune LLC)
617. Fecal microbiota transplantation in irritable bowel... (1*)
618. AMG 714 (anti-IL-15 mab) ameliorates the... (3*) (Celimmune LLC)
619. Determination of gluten grams ingested and... (4*) (3) Biomedal S.L.
626. Selective deletion of MyD88 signaling in... (2*) (6)
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